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Swift XML Converter gives you the possibility to extract data from XML files and export it to suitable queries for Excel, Access or CSV. Easily
handles large and complex XML files without large memory requirements. Elements and Attributes in XML are automatically mapped to tables
and columns. Builds relationships between extracted tables to mirror XML structure using primary and foreign keys. No user intervention
required for shredding the XML to tables. Query & extract selected data from XML without having to learn XPath, XSL, etc. Exports XML
tables as MS Excel worksheets or MS Access tables. Swift XML Converter Pricing: Swift XML Converter Pricing: Pricing: Pricing: New
Version 1.6.5 is Released Swift XML Converter 1.6.5 is available for download at: The New version is available at: New Version 1.6.5 features
include: The output now works perfectly fine with the CSV module! Fixed issue with MySQL having utf8 character set and the XML Converter.
You can purchase Swift XML Converter for web or desktop for a one-time license price of US$279.00 (USD). In order to purchase the Swift
XML Converter click the button below. Alternatively contact us for support. With the continuous growth of the number of users using XML data
in many different business applications, you can now make the most of your XML data! Swift XML Converter is an XML shredding and query
tool for extraction and querying of data from an XML file or document. It works on Windows (7, 8, 10, Vista, XP) and also Mac OSX. Swift
XML Converter extracts data from XML documents and exports it to suitable queries for Excel, Access or CSV. Easily handles large and
complex XML files without large memory requirements. Elements and Attributes in XML are automatically mapped to tables and columns.
Builds relationships between extracted tables to mirror XML structure using primary and foreign keys. Swift XML Converter also has a full suite
of text analysis tools for extracting text from a file. Swift XML Converter does not require any training and is suitable for the professional as well
as the end-user!
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Swift XML Converter is a powerful tool to work with XML data. It offers an easy interface to quickly convert and analyze XML-files for
different Excel, Access and CSV formats. You can import and export XML as MS Access tables, Excel worksheets and CSV-files. The tool
comes with an easy-to-use querybuilder to query XML-files and return all XML-data in desired format. Extract only certain tables from the XML
without any user intervention. Input a simple XPath query ( to extract data from XML-files. All data is then stored in a relational database. Use
QueryBuilder to design database-tables. You can add relationships between the tables and update them automatically when data changes in XML.
Export XML as MS Excel workbook, Access table or CSV-file. The software offers different export functions to create new Excel worksheets or
new Access and CSV-files. Calculate and convert any value into a string: Add, Subtract, Multiply, Divide, Modulo, Power, Square Root, Ceiling,
Logarithm, Round, Floor, Integer Part, Integer Decimal, Integer Hexadecimal, Decimal Part, Decimal Place and Digits Count for the specified
number of Digits. Description: Turn Calculator is an easy to use Windows Calculator like application, with many useful features like thousands,
millions, currency units, ascii and hexadecimal notations, also a lot of functions. C++ XML to PDF Converter converts your XML to PDF and
creates the PDF file with the XML file. C++ XML to PDF Converter supports unicode, ANSI, UTF8, and many others. It is a windows
application, but you can use the executable also on Linux. Description: C++ XML to PDF Converter can converts your XML to PDF (Portable
Document Format) and creates the PDF file with the XML file. It is a Windows application, but you can use the executable also on Linux. With
C++ XML to PDF Converter you can: - Read from and write to XML or PDF - View all the tags and attributes in XML or PDF - Save the
XHTML as HTML - Create a dynamic, interactive PDF - Generate PDF from any XML, XHTML, or HTML document. XML Recovery is a fast
and efficient software solution to recover your XML data from database and

What's New in the Swift XML Converter?
In today's ever increasing rate of business demands and shifting business rules, it is increasingly difficult to keep up with the rapid rate at which
data is flowing into data warehouses and statistical systems. When it comes to collecting data from multiple sources in various formats, you can't
afford to wait for everyone to agree on a common XML-based data format, as it will take too long and you will lose valuable business time. Swift
XML Converter is a fast and efficient tool to parse XML and export the data to SQL for integration in an enterprise system, it will even make
import from a system a breeze. The tool can work with various XML documents, including but not limited to: - XML documents in Delphi,
Borland and C++ - XML documents in other popular programming languages - Open and closed XML files (such as iCalendar) You can easily
build a database from the raw XML data and export it as either MS Access or Excel worksheets or as tables in a SQL database. You can also add
primary keys or indexes to tables to mirror the data structure. Start converting your XML files today with Swift XML Converter, it will cut your
setup time by at least half compared to using other tools. Features: - Fast and efficient parsing of XML - Extracts only what you need from XML,
no more no less - No user intervention required - Maintain a history of changes to XML files - No need for XPath, XSL or other XML related
skills - Works with files in: Delphi, Borland and C++ - Export data to: MS Access, Excel or CSV - Supports built-in functions and tables Supports VCL integration (visible in the form designer) - Optional grouping of forms in the form designer - Delphi and Borland projects - XEP
files Known Issues: - No support for MS SQL Server 2000 - No support for XML documents generated by NSXML Note: Please take into
account that certain applications will have to be installed on the same machine to access the database. License: Swift XML Converter is
distributed under the GNU General Public License version 3 or later. See the GNU General Public License file for more details.In recent years, a
display device such as a liquid crystal display device is widely used for a small device such as a portable telephone. Such a display device has a
display surface on which an image is displayed by scanning light such as backlights and liquid crystals with an electron beam emitted from an
electron gun. In general, the above-mentioned display surface is composed of a pair of glass substrates. Between the two glass substrates, which
are arranged to face each other with a predetermined space in between, electrodes and wires for connection to the electrodes are provided in
order to apply a voltage to the electrodes. In the above
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System Requirements For Swift XML Converter:
Windows Mac OS X Linux Minimum Specs: 1.3 Patch notes can be found at: Steam: WindowsMinimum Specs:Mac OS XMinimum
Specs:WindowsMinimum Specs:Mac OS XMinimum Specs:WindowsMinimum Specs: 1.4
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